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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The following report seeks to build upon the ETC’s existing Bus Network Review paper by highlighting the 
reoccurring themes that need to be addressed within Melbourne’s eastern bus network. These themes have been 
identified via the undertaking of a detailed bus data analysis of buses within the ETC region. 

The key themes discussed in the report are detailed as follows: 

• Bus Data 

• Bus Priority Infrastructure 

• Bus Route Realignment 

• Bus Stop Accessibility 

• Improved Frequency  

• Clustering of Local Bus Routes 

• New Bus Services  

• Demand Responsive Services  

The themes aim to provide a brief summary of the issue, use a case study and supporting data to provide an 
example of where this is occurring and to discuss the desired solution/recommendation.  

These themes are considered to be only a few of the many issues that need addressing within the bus network, 
thus the intention of this report is to highlight the need for a full-scale, comprehensive review of Melbourne’s 
eastern bus network. 
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BUS DATA 

Summary 

The Eastern Metropolitan Region is experiencing substantial change through population growth and major 

infrastructure projects extending across sectors such as transport, health-care, education and housing.  These 

changes are altering the behaviours and patterns of how patrons use the bus network.  To understand these 

constantly adapting patterns Local Governments rely upon the analysis of bus data. 

 

Issue 

However the current bus data available (Bus Stop Data, Bus Route Data etc.) is insufficient in being able to gain 

a holistic understanding of how patrons use the bus network. Examples of deficiencies in the available data sets 

is detailed in the below table.  

 

Rectifying these issues will help in determining factors such as: 

• What sections of the bus routes are the busiest 

• Key destinations 

• Weekend vs weekday patronage numbers  

 

Whilst rectifying the above issues would be beneficial, it’s 

considered that further data sets should be made available. For 

example data sets such as origin/destination data, mapped 

demographic data and transfer between transport mode and 

service data (bus to train transfer, tram to bus transfer etc.) will 

greatly assist in determining travel patterns (where are people 

actually travelling when they use these services) and what areas 

of our communities rely upon public transport the most. 

Understanding these factors will enable the creation of more 

tailored bus connections (on demand buses) to help better service 

these areas.  

 

Recommendation 

It is recommended that a public accessible online database be made available that contains multiple up to date 

data sets to assist transport planners in determining where improvements in the bus network are most needed. 

Data Set Issue 

Bus Route Data 

2019  

Annual patronage numbers not broken down by weekday/weekend 

2019 Bus Stop 

Data 

Boarding’s and Alighting’s not separated   

Timetable 

Data 

Errors in the number of services per route 

Image Source Manningham Bus Network Review 2017 
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BUS PRIORITY INFRASTRUCTURE 

Summary 

The Eastern Metropolitan region is growing at a rapid rate, a challenge to our bus system that arises from this is 
increased traffic on our roads. Our buses need to move safely, efficiently and reliably however a lack of high 
quality Bus Priority Infrastructure within the ETC region is making this more and more difficult.  

Key corridors such as Doncaster Road, Springvale Road, Warrigal Road and Wantirna Road service important 
bus routes such as the 900, 901, 902, 903 and 907, however these corridors experience high volumes of traffic, 
multiple traffic signals and have multiple bus stops with high patronage numbers causing further delays.    
 

Case Study 

The Doncaster Road corridor provides a good example of these issues. The corridor is primarily serviced by route 

907 which is one of the busiest routes within the ETC region (annual patronage of 1.7million for 2018-2019). 

The Doncaster Road section of the 907 bus route (6.4km) intersects with 20 traffic signals resulting in a traffic 

signal approximately every 320m.  

Traffic volumes in Doncaster Hill are increasing significantly (Doncaster Hill population expected to quadruple 

by 2036) and 19 of the 31 bus stops along the Doncaster corridor experience a daily patronage of above 50.  

These factors are all causing delays to the service. In the case of Doncaster Road it is recommended a Bus Rapid 

Transit (BRT) service be implemented (figure 1), however these challenges are occurring all throughout the ETC 

region resulting in significant delays to multiples services.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 –Potential BRT network from the Mitcham Station to the Eastern Freeway Entrance 
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Recommendation 

Greater measures need to be adopted to prioritise buses on our roads. Examples of infrastructure improvements 

to help prioritise buses are: 

• Dedicated right-of-way bus lanes with exclusive priority operating 24 hours a day, seven days a week. 

• Bus priority treatments at intersections (signal phasing, bus jump lanes). 

• Implementation of Bus “Stations” along key corridors. 

• More efficient bus stop placement. 

 

The Brisbane Busway provides a good example of 
successful bus priority infrastructure investment. Its  
three BRT corridors run 28km and service 356,800 
passenger trips per day. The system is one of the most 
successful mass transit systems, delivering fast, 
comfortable, and cost-effective urban mobility via the 
provision of segregated right-of-way infrastructure.  
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BUS ROUTE REALIGNMENT 

Summary 

The Eastern Metropolitan region is one of Melbourne’s largest, with a growing population, transforming land uses 

and changing economies.  It is home to around 918,200 people, provides 396,000 jobs and 16% of Melbourne’s 

total GRP. It is projected that approximately 62,200 additional people and 18,700 jobs will be across the 

region by 2022.  

The growth is changing the urban land use composition and activity. In the process, creating new industrial, 

commercial, medical, education and residential developments.  Several new jobs, homes, services and communities 

are now in locations without an adequate bus route.  Many cases exist within the region, where the bus network 

can’t take people directly and easily to where they now need to go to access jobs, study, shops or services.  

Main Issues  

• Limited or no bus services to major employment, medical, education, sport venues and residential 

developments.  

• Convoluted and indirect bus routes with long travel times.  

• Poor integrations with train services and active transport networks.  

• Extensive traffic and parking congestion into and within precincts and around regional venues. 

Objectives 

• Support the scale of development in employment and activity precincts.  

• Create a network of well linked activity centres by public transport.  

• Provide better connections to new jobs, destinations and communities. 

• Improve travel times for workers, students, visitors and residents. 

• Better integration with trains and active transport.  

• Streamline and simplify journeys and instinctive knowledge of what bus to catch.  

• Other network advantages from other route realignments or removal of duplications.   

  
 

Case Study 

Mt Dandenong Road is a corridor that connects the key nodes of the Maroondah Medical Precinct, Ringwood 

Private Hospital, Croydon Activity Centre, Swinburne TAFE and several activity centres. 

The hospitals and allied medical business are major jobs and service centres that attract significant volume of 

visitations. Maroondah hospitals and allied services alone has 9962 employees, 790 volunteers and 1.35 

individual patients contacts.  

The Swinburne Croydon campus is a growing vocational education site with 1,236 students. The campus is 

modernising with state-of-the-art facilities to increase course range and student numbers.  
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Recommendation 

There are multiple examples throughout the ETC region of indirect and meandering bus routes that bypass key 

destinations. Further investigation into these routes is required to assist in providing more direct connections to 

jobs, activity centres and communities. 

The 688 bus route provides a good example of how this can be achieved. Extending the 688 route along Mt 

Dandenong Road to Ringwood Station (figure 2) would result in the route directly servicing two hospitals, 

Swinburne TAFE and several activity centres along the corridor. It is recommended this service operate on a 20-

minute frequency, 7 days per week service for a duration that matches the opening hours of the hospitals. 

 

 

  

Figure 2 –Proposed 688 Bus Route Extension   
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BUS STOP ACCESSIBILITY 

Summary 

Safe and efficient access to bus stops and provision of necessary information and facilities is vital to facilitate 

and encourage the use of public bus services. A lack of bus stops with adequate and accessible refuge areas, 

seating, shelter, lighting and links to pedestrian paths has resulted in unpleasant, and at times dangerous, 

situations for pedestrians. This in particularly is an issue adjacent to busy roads and in areas where there are 

long delays between services.  

It should also be noted that the State Government has an obligation to upgrade public transport infrastructure 

to meet the objectives of the Disability and Discrimination Act 1992, making all public transport infrastructure 

DDA compliant by 2022. 

Main Issues  

• Poor access to bus stops including no connection to pedestrian network. 

• Bus stops along arterial roads have no safe crossing point reducing safety for users. 

• Facilities at bus stops are inadequate. 

• All public transport stops in must be DDA compliant by 31 December 2022.  

 

Case Study 

A key issue in Yarra Ranges is the large number 

of bus stops without connection to the footpath 

network. In 2017 a safety audit of bus stops was 

undertaken by PTV which identified 35 Medium 

Risk Sites in Yarra Ranges and 22 of these have 

been prioritised for upgrade based on 

patronage numbers. The aim of these works is to 

make the location safe for passengers and 

motorists, as well as complying with DDA 

requirements. The key to making the most of this 

investment will be ensuring that the surrounding 

community can safely reach the bus stop on 

Council’s footpath network.  

 

Recommendation 

Using the results of the bus audits, upgrade remaining bus stops to provide necessary infrastructure such as 

lighting, information, shelter and seats. Work with Councils to provide footpath connection to the pedestrian 

network which is DDA accessible. Key bus stops along arterial roads should also be identified where pedestrian 

crossing facilities are required to enable safe crossing points. 
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IMPROVED FREQUENCY 

Summary 

Bus service frequencies remain poor throughout the ETC region including on some of Melbourne’s ‘premium’ routes. 

Only three bus routes within the ETC region have a weekday average headway of 10 minutes or less (601,732 

and 903).  

 

Case Study 

For instance, despite having the 4th and 5th highest bus patronage in Melbourne for the 2018-19 financial year, 

timetables on Smart Bus routes 703 and 900 are not coordinated to intersecting rail frequencies and operating 

hours are restricted, particularly on the 703.  

The 703 Smart Bus connects with the Frankston train line at Bentleigh and the Pakenham/Cranbourne train line 

at Clayton. Both these rail corridors operate to a 10-minute frequency throughout the day, however, the 703 

Smart Bus operates to an incompatible frequency at roughly every 15 minutes. This means that trains and buses 

never consistently connect resulting in a poor passenger experience and likely limiting greater uptake. 

The same issue occurs on the 900 Smart Bus that connects to the Pakenham/Cranbourne train line at Caulfield 

and Oakleigh. 

While the 900 Smart Bus runs to desirable early and late operating hours, the 703 Smart Bus is restricted in the 

early mornings and late evenings, especially on the weekend. Restricted operating hours limit the usefulness of 

public transport for shift workers and others travelling early and late. 

Objectives 

• Match service frequencies for 703 and 900 Smart Buses to Train frequencies on the Frankston and 

Pakenham/Cranbourne train lines. 

• Increase 703 Smart Bus operating hours across the week to match operating hours on the Frankston and 

Pakenham/Cranbourne train lines. 

 

Recommendation 

Bus service frequency and coordination with other services and transport modes remains extremely poor, this 

issue coupled with poor bus priority infrastructure results in unreliable services and low bus patronage numbers. 

The 703 and 900 Smart Buses provides a good example of how to resolve this issue.  

The simplest solution to better coordinate 703 and 900 Smart Buses with Trains is to match bus service frequencies 

to trains – being every 10 minutes throughout the day on the Frankston and Pakenham/Cranbourne train lines. 

When Train frequencies reduce in the early morning and evening, the 703 and 900 Smart Buses should be 

actively timed to connect with trains at intersecting stations in Bentleigh, Clayton, Caulfield, and Oakleigh. 

While the 703 Smart Bus also connects to the Sandringham and Belgrave/Lilydale lines, which do not consistently 

operate to the same frequency as the Frankston and Pakenham/Cranbourne train lines, increased bus frequencies 

would still provide greater service levels for those connecting on the aforementioned lines. 

Operating hours on the 703 Smart Bus should be increased to train operating hours on the Frankston and 

Pakenham/Cranbourne train lines, or at least to the operating hours of the 900 Smart Bus. This would give the 

routes greater appeal and provide a more useful service for those travelling at the ends of the day. 
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CLUSTERING OF LOCAL BUS ROUTES 

Summary 

Clustering of local bus routes occurs when there are several bus routes running in the same area and duplicating 

services, often due to historic bus routes. It can lead to redundant services, complicated routes, and over/under-

serviced areas. 

 

Case Study 1 

Blackburn Train Station, Forest Hill Chase Shopping Centre and Burwood One Plaza are within 3km of each 

other. Two bus routes service all three centres (703 and 736). Another 2 bus routes service two of the three 

centres (735 and 765). With numerous bus services converging on Forest Hill Chase, there’s various options and 

the spread between services varies from 1 min to 30 minutes in the hours from 7am to 7pm. Boarding’s data 

indicates that there are only 134 boardings per day at Forest Hill Chase and 216 at Burwood One Plaza. This 

shows that patronage is relatively low given the service level that is currently being provided. 

  

Main Issues Objectives 

• Complicated bus routes 

• Multiple routes servicing the same key 
destinations 

• Uneven distribution of services (short 
intervals followed by long intervals 
between services) 

 

• Simplify Routes 

• Consolidate routes 

• Provide a better spread of services 
across the area 

Figure 3 – Clustering 

of Local Bus Routes in 

Blackburn/Forest Hill 

Precinct. 
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Case Study 2 

The 732 bus provides a parallel route to Tram 75 along Burwood Highway.  

The 732 bus runs from Box Hill Train Station to Upper Ferntree Gully Train Station. The 732 route is duplicated 

by the Route 75 Tram for the 6km section between Station St, Burwood and the tram terminus in Vermont South.  

For this duplicated section, the 732 bus operates at 20min intervals (7am-7pm), whereas the 75 Tram operates 

at 10min intervals. It should be noted that these services use different stops, as the tram runs in the centre median, 

so users must choose with mode to take. 

At the Vermont South tram terminus, there is an integrated bus-tram transfer in the centre median, where the 732 

becomes the “Knox Transit Link” to continue the 10 min service intervals to Knox Shopping Centre. 

 

 

 

Recommendations 

The above case studies are only two examples of the multiple instances of where clustering of local bus routes is 

occurring throughout the ETC region. As such there are multiple redundant bus services, complicated routes, and 

over/under-serviced areas. In order to properly identify and resolve these issues a full scale review of bus 

services is required. The below two recommendations provide examples of how to resolve this issue.   

Case Study 1 Recommendation 

In the short term, it is recommended to review the route timetables within the Blackburn Train Station, Forest Hill 

Chase Shopping Centre and Burwood One Plaza precinct to try to evenly space the route timings. 

The long-term solution is a more in-depth review of the bus network. The focus should be on providing a simple, 

high frequency, low headway bus network on the arterial road network grid. While this may require passengers 

to interchange between services, if there are low headways, the interchange time will be short  

Case Study 2 Recommendation 

It is recommended a detailed investigation is undertaken to consider whether the 732 bus service duplication on 

Burwood Hwy could be redeployed to other areas in the immediate vicinity. This could be achieved by changing 

the route to operate only between Vermont South and Upper Ferntree Gully. This would create a short gap in 

service on Station Street between Eley Road and Burwood Hwy. 

  

Figure 4 – 732 Bus Route Duplication with 75 Tram 
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NEW BUS SERVICES 

Summary 

Many areas across the ETC region have very poor coverage and infrequent services that do not meet the minimum 

service requirements. Over the past decade, Melbourne has experienced the fastest population grow in Australia. 

The existing bus services network can no longer sufficiently provide for the public transport needs of many new 

estates, employment precincts and new commercial land use changes (e.g. Monash National Employment and 

Innovation Cluster (NEIC), the Bayswater Business Precinct and the Dandenong South NEIC). Demographic and 

population changes call out for new bus services to make critical connections between destinations and transport 

interchanges. 

 

Case Study 

A new bus service between Glen Waverley Train Station and Stud Park Shopping Centre provides a good 

example for improving access to key industrial/commercial hubs in the Scoresby, Knoxfield and Rowville Precinct 

by linking to a train line and reducing travel time along Wellington Road during peak hour. The route will provide 

a connection from the Glen Waverley train station to Stud Park Shopping Centre via High Street Road, Eastlink 

and Wellington Road (figure 5). The service can provide public transport access to Caribbean Business Park and 

potentially an alternative option via Stud Road (figure 6), connecting to the Knoxfield industrial precinct in the 

afternoon supporting Glen Waverley bound trips.  

The Scoresby-Rowville–Knoxfield industrial precinct is a significant business location for Knox and Melbourne’s 

south east and home to approximately 15,400 jobs and growing, as new jobs come on stream with the ongoing 

expansion of Caribbean Park.  

Current issue: 

• Lack of bus services at Carribean Business Park and Knoxfield industrial precinct (e.g. Rushdale Street 

and Gilbert Park Drive). 

 

  

Figure 5 - Glen Waverley Station to Stud Park Shopping Centre Express via Eastlink and Wellington 

Road 
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Recommendation 

The above case study highlights a growing issue occurring all across Melbourne as new employment, residential 

and commercial precincts continue to emerge at a rapid rate. Many of these precincts remain insufficiently 

serviced by public transport. Thus it is recommended an in-depth analysis of current and future land-uses be 

conducted to assist in identifying areas in most need of new bus services and connections.  

  

Figure 6 – Alternative Route to Knoxfield Industrial Precinct 
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DEMAND RESPONSIVE SERVICES 

Summary 

Route buses have generally failed to deliver a good level of public transport coverage in lower density 

employment and residential areas. This presents a significant issue in terms of access to jobs, education and 

services, particularly for those who do not have access to a private vehicle. This includes groups significantly 

prone to social isolation including youths, low income and CALD communities. 

Recommendations from Infrastructure Victoria, and successful trials of on-demand services in other Australian 

States (delivered by State Governments alongside providers such as Keoride, BRIDJ and Via), suggest that a 

Demand Responsive Model would be best suited to meet demand in such areas. On-demand services operate 

within an area with no fixed stops (potentially except for key destinations). This allows them to pick up people 

at or near their origin or drop-off at their destination based on requirements. This is a significant advantage in 

low density areas where accessibility to fixed stops would require a highly inefficient route with many stops not 

being utilised. 

The current Public Transport Victoria (PTV) FlexiRide trial (operating between Rowville and Ferntree Gully) 

provides a good example of an on-demand bus service model that could be implemented within lower density 

employment and residential areas throughout the bus network.  

Across the Councils that make up the Eastern Transport Coalition there are many employment areas that suffer 

from poor public transport as it is not practical to provide routes that cover access requirements to jobs through 

the full extent of the area. This issue also extends to residential and tourist areas as you get further from the 

Melbourne CBD, particularly as the topography restricts route options. 

 

Case Study 

Previous work has been undertaken involving the Southern Metropolitan Partnership, Uber and Ventura Buses 

investigating several implementation models for a demand responsive service for the Dandenong South National 

Employment and Innovation Cluster (NEIC). This provided an ideal example of the issues facing bus services in 

low density areas and how a demand responsive service could address these services.  
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As may be seen from Figure 7, Dandenong South is serviced by three bus services. Due to the extent of the NEIC 

significant areas are left unserviced. This access issue is exacerbated by a poor footpath network as well as two 

of the services having a low headway and poor connections to the nearby train stations. Despite this nearly 700 

patrons use the bus stops daily; two thirds on the higher headway 901 Smartbus. 

 

Recommendation 

A demand responsive service can address these issues in low density areas by providing the flexibility that links 

patrons efficiently and safely between their origin and destination. 

  

Figure 7 – Dandenong South Bus Headway and Stop Catchment (Extracted from City of Greater Dandenong Public 

Transport Future report, Movement and Place Consulting, 2019) 
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CONCLUSION 

 

This report only touches on a few of the issues that need addressing as there are numerous examples of 

inefficiencies within the current bus system. A bus review will help rectify these inefficiencies and identify other 

areas in need of improvement within the bus network.  

A comprehensive review will begin to pave the way forward towards establishing a high quality bus network 
that reduces congestion, sees bus patronage grow across the east, better connects with other transport modes, 
reduces journey times and increases our communities’ ability to connect to jobs, education and social activities. 
 

 

 


